
Quotes 

 
Dream and give yourself permission to envision a You that you choose to be.   Joy Page 
 
If you don't like something change it; if you can't change it, change the way you think about it.  
Mary Engelbreit 
 
Gratitude unlocks the fullness of life. It turns what we have into enough, and more. It turns denial 
into acceptance, chaos to order, confusion to clarity. It can turn a meal into a feast, a house into a 
home, a stranger into a friend.    Melody Beattie  
 
I don't have a bucket list because it is my dedication to live every day of my life there. I don't have 
a bucket list because I'm doing it that day. I don't want to go to bed and say, 'Oh, I wish I had 
done this.'   Melissa Etheridge 
 
Communication leads to community, that is, to understanding, intimacy and mutual valuing.    Rollo 
May  
 
You get whatever accomplishment you are willing to declare.   Georgia O’Keeffe 
 
People grow through experience if they meet life honestly and courageously.  This is how character 
is built.    Eleanor Roosevelt  
 
I cannot even imagine where I would be today were it not for that handful of friends who have 
given me a heart full of joy. Let's face it, friends make life a lot more fun.     Charles R. Swindoll  
 
Real generosity is doing something nice for someone who will never find out.     Frank A. Clark  
 
Never make your home in a place. Make a home for yourself inside your own head. You'll find what 
you need to furnish it - memory, friends you can trust, love of learning, and other such things. That 
way it will go with you wherever you journey.     Tad Williams  
 
If you have an apple and I have an apple and we exchange these apples then you and I will still 
each have one apple.   But if you have an idea and I have an idea and we exchange these ideas, 
then each of us will have two ideas.      George Bernard Shaw 
 
Joy is what happens to us when we allow ourselves to recognize how good things really are.    
Marianne Williamson  
 
Knowledge has to be improved, challenged, and increased constantly, or it vanishes.     Peter 
Drucker  
 
Life is a song - sing it. Life is a game - play it. Life is a challenge - meet it. Life is a dream - realize 
it.  Life is a sacrifice - offer it. Life is love - enjoy it.     Sai Baba  
 
Your talent determines what you can do.  Your motivation determines how much you are willing to 
do. Your attitude determines how well you do it.    Lou Holtz 
 
Go placidly amid the noise and haste, and remember what peace there may be in silence.  Max 
Ehrman 
 
Occasions for defining moments do not arise every day. When they do, we must seize the 
opportunities they present for improving everyone's life.    Richard Pound  
 



I do believe we're all connected. I do believe in positive energy. I do believe in the power of prayer. 
I do believe in putting good out into the world. And I believe in taking care of each other.     Harvey 
Fierstein 
 
For true success ask yourself these four questions: Why? Why not? Why not me? Why not now? 
James Allen  
 
Traits like humility, courage, and empathy are easily overlooked - but it's immensely important to 
find them in your closest relationships.      Laura Linney  
 
Everybody's got a different way of telling a story - and has different stories to tell.     Keith Richards  
 
We are what our thoughts have made us; so take care about what you think. Words are secondary. 
Thoughts live; they travel far.    Swami Vivekananda  
 
The time to relax is when you don't have time for it.    Sydney J. Harris  
 
When your values are clear to you, making decisions becomes easier.  Roy E. Disney  
 
No man is worth his salt who is not ready at all times to risk his well-being, to risk his body, to risk 
his life, in a great cause.    Theodore Roosevelt  
 
We travel to learn; and I have never been in any country where they did not do something better 
than we do it, think some thoughts better than we think, catch some inspiration from heights above 
our own.    Maria Mitchell  
 
What we yearn for as human beings is to be visible to each other.   Jacqueline Novogratz  
 
Tolerance is the virtue of the man without convictions.   Gilbert K. Chesterton  
 
Follow effective action with quiet reflection. From the quiet reflection will come even more effective 
action.    Peter Drucker  
 
Gratitude makes sense of our past, brings peace for today, and creates a vision for tomorrow. 
Melody Beattie  
 
  


